# INSURANCE LAW DIGEST TABLES

As a result of the many recommendations of Claim and Loss Officials of insurance companies we include a convenient tabular section very briefly summarizing parts of the following subjects.

1. - Automobiles  
2. - Negligence  
3. - U.S. - Limitation of Time for Commencement of Action  
4. - Canada - Limitation of Time for Commencement of Action  
5. - U.S. Financial Responsibility Law (Automobiles)  
6. - Canada Financial Responsibility Law (Automobiles)

We invite suggestions which will assist in making these tables of greater assistance to insurance claims departments, attorneys and all others interested in a very brief summary of these laws. Please send your suggestions to claimsresource@ambest.com.

---

This is a sample version of the Insurance Law Digest Tables. To view the complete tables, please create an [Account Profile](mailto:claimsresource@ambest.com).